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About This Game
That Dam Level redux is the expanded version of the re-imagining of that one level that destroyed souls. redux heals. redux
soothes. redux is exposure therapy. It will ease the pain and make it go away. It is also a game that you can play.
Dive into action with The Big Dam Heroes! When the evil Dr. Beaver attacks Democracia once again, President Thanks have no
choice but to call you to the rescue. Join the Teenager, the Mutant, the Ninja Hero and the Turtle as they risk their lives to
defuse bombs under dams. Find loot, craft equipment and triomph... or perish.

features:
Beautiful hand-painted watercolor graphics
A challenging combo system
Unlockables galore
Awesome chiptune music
Classic action gameplay
Combine items to create equipment
Daily challenges
Difficulty settings for everyone, from the cautious to the thrill-seeker
More stuff to unlock
Also, doodles
Great for streamers and youtubers
Cat masks
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Speedrun mode included
My mom says it's great
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Title: That Dam Level redux
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
noiarc
Publisher:
noiarc
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2016
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In all the time I wanted this game, I hadn't seen any reviews here...at least 'not in my language', so allow me to chime in even
without too much playing time: I'm already enjoying this game enough to recommend it. I thought it looked really cool, and like
the visuals, and find no disappointment there. There's some good challenge to the gameplay, it's set up to be difficult. Think
'Super Meat Boy' type gameplay but more colorful...and even with some hair-pulling moments thus far, there's really nothing
unfair or overly-frustrating, plus you have PLENTY of choice for difficulty. I think the trailer gives a good idea of what to
expect from the game. I'm pretty sure I got the gyst of 'That Dam Level Redux', and at very least can already recommend it!.
This game is everything you hated about that goddam dam level in TMNT1. Oh, I was supposed to say something about it
redeeming itself. Nope. It's just that. I guess you get upgrades, but how does that change anytehing if you still die in the seaweed
every time? Well, anyways. I can beat the dam level in TMNT every time, with only sacrificing Raph (cause his weapons suck)
but this I don't even care that much about. I'll beat it here in a few minutes when I'm ready and I'll update this if anything cool
happens.
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